
 

Midnight Wright Magazine 
We are the Patriots, and we all have a voice. 

CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS 
Submit your original poetry, narrative fiction & nonfiction, 

artwork & photography 

→ Share or email your polished work: dmsmidnightwright@gmail.com 
→ If you need access to a color scanner, please see Mrs. Allen in room B-105 

？ Writing that does not follow the guidelines below will not be published: 

✓ The writing can be any school appropriate theme/topic 
✓ 1,500 word limit for narrative writing 
✓ 30 line limit for poetry 
✓ Your writing should have a title and your author signature 
✓ Please include your first name, last name and genre/theme of your writing in the subject 

line of the email/title of document. 
✓ Please edit your work before submitting. 
✓ Please only tell your story; do not write about someone else unless you have permission 
✓ The writing must reflect originality and creativity - and MUST be YOUR Work: 

🌟 Underneath your submission, please type this statement of originality: “This is my original 
work and has not been copied in whole or in part from another author’s work, including 
poems posted on the Internet.” 

？ Artwork/photography that does not follow the guidelines below will not be published: 

✓ The artwork/photography can be any school appropriate theme/topic 
✓ The artwork/photography can not exceed a measurement of 8” x 12”  
✓ Your artwork/photography should have a title and your author signature 
✓ Please include your first name, last name and genre/theme of your 

artwork/photography in the subject line of the email/title of document. 
✓ Please edit your work before submitting. 
✓ Please only share your artwork/photography; do not include photographs of someone 

else unless you have permission 
✓ The artwork/photography must reflect originality and creativity - and MUST be YOUR 

Work: 
 

🌟 Underneath your submission, please type this statement of originality: “This is my original 
work and has not been copied in whole or in part from another author’s work, including 
artwork posted on the Internet.” 

mailto:dmsmidnightwright@gmail.com


You will receive an email notification from one of the Midnight Wright editors 
informing you of your submission/publication status. 


